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Let {T,: -cc < t < cc} be a one-parameter group of measure-preserving 
transformations on a probability space (X, d, p). The maximal function f* of 
a function f E U(X, ~28, p) is defined by 
f*W = SUP -f l’ If(T.sx)l ds. 
t>o 
Let log+ u = max{O, log u>. According to Wiener’s Dominated Ergodic Theo- 
rem [Ill (which is analogous to the basic inequalities concerning the Hardy- 
Littlewood maximal function [4]), if f E LP(X, g, CL) for some p > 1, then also 
f* E Lp(X, 9, p); while iff is in the Zygmund class L log L, which consists of all 
g E Ll(X, .g, CL) for which 
(see [12]), then f* E L1(X, 93, p). 
In 1962 Burkholder [l] proved that if X, , X, ,... is a sequence of independent 
identically-distributed random variables, then 
is integrable if and only if each X, is in L log L. After Stein [lo] had observed 
that the converse of the L log L result concerning the Hardy-Littlewood maximal 
function is also true, and Gundy [3] had investigated the matter for certain 
martingales, Ornstein [7] proved the converse of the Dominated Ergodic 
Theorem for the case of a single ergodic measure-preserving transformation. 
More recently, this question has also been considered by Derriennic [2] and 
Jones [6]. 
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In order to prove the converse of Wiener’s Dominated Ergodic Theorem for 
an ergodic one-parameter flow (Theorem 2), we will, as in the proofs of Stein, 
Gundy, and Ornstein, find a reverse maximal inequality (Theorem l), which 
can be integrated to yield the desired result. Our method extends Hartman’s 
proof [5] of the Pointwise Ergodic Theorem, which is based on the Rising Sun 
Lemma of F. Riesz [8], [9] (Lemma 1). Jones (personal communication) has 
remarked that Theorem 2 follows also from the reverse maximal inequality of 
[IO]; this approach also works in the case of an ergodic action of Rn.i 
LEMMA 1. Let h be a real-valued continuous function de&ted on an interval 
[a, b], and let S denote the set of those t E (a, b) for which there is t’ with a < t’ < t 
such that h(t’) > h(t). Then S is open; zf S = u (a* , bk) is its decomposition as a 
union of disjoint open intervals, then h(a,) 3 h(6,) fm all k; and in fact equality 
holds except possibly when b, = b. 
The following simple but clever trick also plays a central role in Hartman’s 
proof: 
LEMMA 2. Let {E,: t > 0} be an increasing family of measurable subsets of X, 
let E = ut Et , and suppose that.4 E Ll(X, 9, t.~). Then 
Proof. Denote Lebesgue measure on [w by m. Since 
(1 in> m{t E LO, 4 : x E 41---f x&), 
the result follows immediately from Fubini’s Theorem and the Dominated 
Convergence Theorem. 
The left-hand inequality in the following Theorem is the Maximal Ergodic 
Theorem, which does not depend on the assumption that {Tt} be ergodic and 
a > Sf&- 
THEOREM 1. Let {T,: - 00 < t i CD} be an ergodic one-parameter group of 
measure-preserving transformations on a probability space (X, 9I’, t.~), let f > 0 be in 
L1(X, a, p), and suppose that 01 > $f dp. Then 
v{x:f*(4 > 4 G 1 
(r:f*kd>d 
f dp B 4q{x: f *(x) > a}. 
Proof. For each t > 0, let 
f:(x) = sup -!- 17f (T,x) ds; 
oir<t ?- 0 
1 In joint work with Brian Marcus (to appear elsewhere), we have been able to show 
that the constant 4 in Theorem 1 can be replaced by 1, so that actually the left-hand 
inequality in Theorem 1 is an equality. 
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let E = {x:f*(~) > 01>, E, = (x:ft(x) > c1}, F, = T,E, , and A, = (t ‘1-- 0: 
x EF~). Fix rr > 0 and let A,,, = A, n (0, n). Let 
and h(t) = at - g(t). Then A, = {t > 0: there is t’ with 0 < t’ < t such that 
h(t’) > h(t)). By Lemma 1, A,,, is the union of open intervals (al,. , bk), and 
‘dbk) - &k) 2 4, - Uk) (‘1 
for all k, with equality holding except possibly when b, = n E -4, . It is certainly 
true, then, that 
[ 
‘A,,” 
f(T-P) ds = C j-bkf(Ts4 ci~ = C [g(h) - .hJl 
k %a h 
3 (y. C (b, - a,) = ~&%,n). 
(2) 
k 
To deal with the possible inequality in case 12 E -4, , let 
v(x) = 2n if 
= inf([ff, Zrz]\AJ 
other~;ew- A4.c 
and U, = {x: [rr, 2n] C A,}. If x E X\U, , then when Lemma 1 is applied to 
A,,,(,, equality will hold in (1) for every open subinterval; therefore 
(3) 
When x E U, , let 
D r.n = u bk 7 bk) 
bk+n 
be the union of all the subintervals comprising A,,, except the rightmost one, 
(a, , bj). Then 
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Now let K, = {x E U,: l/Zn j’i” f( T-,x) ds > a). Since {T,: -cc < t < CO) 
is ergodic, 
a.e., 
so that #Z,J + 0. Because the measure jG f dp is absolutely continuous with 
respect to p, and { TJ preserves CL, SK, f (T-p) dp -+ 0 uniformly in s. Therefore 
<4n& 
ss 2n K,f (T-p) dp ds = o(n), 0 
and hence 
1 - 
n ss u7l 4%,“(Z) 
f (T-,x) ds dr-L < $ lu \x 
n n 
where 
lim E, = 0. 
n-m 
Combining this with (3) gives 
1 = 4a-- Sf 2n dpds+ E%; 2n 0 E, 
similarly, 
1 - f j- 
n X A,,, 
f( T-,x) ds dp = $ lwlF f (T-P) dp ds 
8 
1 Iz =- 
n JJ f dp ds. 0 E* 
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Recalling (2), 
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dp ds + E, . 
The result then follows from Lemma 2 upon letting n + cc. 
For each 0 > 0, let L logUL denote the collection of all those measurable 
functions g on S for which 
s xl,Nlog+/go”d~-~ 
THEOREM 2. Let {Tt} be as in Theorem 1, let f E Ll(X, .A?, p), and let u 2 0. 
Then f * EL logO L if and only ;f f E L logO+l L. 
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that f 2 0. For each a: 3 0 let 
G(a) = &: f*(x) > ci). Th en a change of variables and integration by parts 
shows that 
j f * log+“f * dp = - /I1 y log+” y dG( y) = lox G(y) (log+“?’ + u log+“-1 y) d>j 
X 0 
2 Kc., [ 1 + l,;, G(Y) log+” Y dy] 
1 
3 Kc,,, [ 1 + jm log+“y (& ~,>,,]fd4 dy] 
Ilfll, 
for some constants K,,, and Ki,, . Therefore f E L logO+l L if f * EL logO L. 
For the converse we use an observation of Wiener’s [II]: if Theorem 1 is 
applied to g = fX(f,a,z) , then f * <g* + (~12 and 
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Therefore 
S,f * W”f * 4 d J&s, [ 1 + s,;,, log+“w{f * > Y>dy] 
- 1 
< IM,,, P + s,I,,, log+“y ($ Lf>,,2)fdp) dyl 
e MA, 1 + 1 I (f>,@,, 1 ) f log+O+lf dp  
for some constants MO,, and Mi,, . This shows that if f E L logO+l L, then 
f * EL log”L. 
Among the interesting questions suggested by this circle of ideas, we mention 
the following two: (1) Are there analogues of Theorems 1 and 2 for “ergodic” 
positive operators T on Ll(X, 99, CL) ? (2) What are the properties of the (sub- 
linear) operator f -+ f * on the invariant subspace (JO>,, L logOL ? 
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